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Chicago vocalist with a swingin' style... reminicent Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra, and Jack Jones 13 MP3

Songs EASY LISTENING: Crooners/Vocals, JAZZ: Swing/Big Band Details: "A good and gutsy singer" -

Cadence "The latest in a long line of neo-Sinatras and really, one of the best" - Mr. Lucky "A first rate

singer with style" - Jazz Review Frank Lamphere is a singer possessing a smooth baritone and swinging

way with a song similar to Dean Martin, Frank Sinatra , Buddy Greco, Bobby Darin and Jack Jones. All

About Jazz - review One of the most prolific and successful lyric writers in the history of American popular

song was Sammy Cahn. His career, like Gaul, can be divided into two parts. The first was that eminently

thriving collaboration with Jule Styne which produced one hit after another including "Time After Time",

"The Things We Did Last Summer" and "I've Heard That Song Before". The second major partnership by

the New York lyricist was with the inestimable Jimmy Van Heusen. This merger was forged by Frank

Sinatra to provide a menu of tunes for his "maturing" voice which it did with such winners as "The Tender

Trap", "Come Fly with Me" and "Only the Lonely". Lamphere on this album has chosen to focus on, but

not completely so, on Cahn's second artistic period and that probably is because his vocal style was

influenced by Ole Blue Eyes. This is apparent on "My Kind of Town", one of Sinatra's most recognizable

hits and a song that was entirely his. The arrangement for this tune also highlights that this album is not

just another ordinary, run of the mill tribute to a top American song writer. Johnny Gabor's Hammond B3

and Frank Portolese's tightly strung, highly amped guitar make this the funkiest/grooviest arrangement of

this tune I've ever heard. It's a blast. Perhaps Sinatra might have done a double take, but he would sure

have enjoyed it. But Lamphere doesn't ignore the romantic Cahn with a touching version of "The Things

We Did Last Summer" where Gabor switches to the piano and Mike Jeffers' brushed cymbals provide a
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special rhythmic setting. Not every track is devoted to a Cahn biggie. Lamphere does a cute but sassy

"Everybody Has the Right to be Wrong" which was a Peggy Lee vehicle. Lamphere's collaborators on this

endeavor use arrangement that make the group sound much larger than it is. Gabor's piano sometimes

takes on the accouterments of a highly skilled society pianist al la Carmen Cavallaro on "All My

Tomorrows". But for the most part, he stays the course. This CD is a fine production and is

recommended. Dave Nathan "Ain't Love A Kick" is classic American pop/jazz song interpreting. It features

13 songs from lyricist Sammy Cahn's extensive songbook. "Lamphere has style and verve, and his voice

is always sensitive to the message of the songs he sings" - Jazz Review
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